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DISTORTION CONTROL IN ONBOARD PROCESSOR DESIGN

A. C. Lytle, Jr.
Member of the Technical Staff
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P.O. Box 92957; Los Angeles, CA 90009

ABSTRACT

Attention is focused on distortion as an obstacle in achieving design performance goals of
onboard processors used in satellite signalling systems. Despreader signal processing loss
is expressed analytically as a function of the end-to-end passband differential phase
distortion characteristic. Distortion sources are identified and examined for the type and
amount of performance degradation. Coping methods are presented. Typical loss values
are given graphically for standard reference purposes.

INTRODUCTION

Whether pseudonoise (PN-PSK) sequences are used in chirp radar, in position-location
systems, in the attempt to achieve secure communications, as a method for selective access
or address, or just to improve error-rate performance, actual implementation performance
will fall short somewhat of ideal. Gain which should be available is lowered by “hardware
implementation” realities. Losses typically arise from both passband phase and amplitude
distortion characteristics originating in imperfect passband realizations, spectral
truncations or nonsymmetries, and from impedance mismatches at various interfaces.

This paper describes a method for exact calculation of the performance degradation
attributable to each, any, or ALL the above quantities. Either postulated characteristics or
measured equipment characteristics may be entered into the calculation process.
Performance of one hardware configuration can be compared with that of another,
including comparison of various signal sprectrum weighting factors.

The method presented is based on the now-classical transforms for signal correlation
properties, enabling signals passing through any equipment having known characteristics
to be expressed in terms of signal power versus either time or frequency. Ratios of actual-
to-idealized or referenced conditions may then be taken and converted into dB of relative
performance. A premium is thereby placed on accurate analytical modeling of both signal 



and hardware characteristics, although technological means are available which make this
feasible in the engineering laboratory or on the manufacturing test floor.

Phase distortion characteristics typical of various hardware implementations are identified.
Amplitude distortion, however, is presumed to have been eliminated through the use of
ideal limiting, somewhat simplifying computations. However, the method presented allows
amplitude and phase effects to be combined and examined analytically along with signal
spectral distributions for various modulation waveforms or types.

As an example of the convenience of application of the method presented, the loss due to
the distortion function of a typical contemporary spread spectrum signaling system is
presented by graphical means for a representative range of numerical values.

Reference is made to a newly available volume(1) in which the theory and measurement
techniques, with manual and/or computer programs for calculation of losses, are presented
for convenient use by processor designers and analysts.

CONSTRAINTS

Constraints are imposed both within and external to the onboard processor design, and
may hinder achievement of expected performance in operational use in unanticipated ways.
Often it is required that after-the-fact compensation devices be designed, built, tested, and
installed. Actually, that is not all bad, because it is usually possible thereby to
accommodate and compensate for distortion characteristics occurring anywhere else in the
signal and hardware system or part thereof, even systems already operationally “on line.”
From measurements made of “as-is” conditions, the designer can determine the degree to
which one or more constraints can or need to be resolved. Therefore, certain early
researches are usually merited into the nature and extent of the applied exterior constraints,
aimed at minimizing later compensatory refurbishment.

For example, if as is gradually becoming commonplace, one onboard processor has to
work with uplink signals originating from any of several different models of equipment at
each of several different locations, one may then expect differing levels of achieved
processed signal gains. In other words, any one onboard processor may provide different
gains when working into different equipment environments.

When the engineer/designer is required to design an onboard signal processor intended to
deliver a specified signal processing gain, certain fundamental design criteria will include
baseband signaling speed and a resulting radiated spectrum bandwidth allocation or
assignment. These quantities in themselves limit the maximum signal processing gain
available in accordance with the following fundamental relationship:



where BW = bandwidth between first spectral nulls
and BKR - baseband keying rate

Half the spectrum between the first null pair, expressed in Hertz, represents the chip rate
of the spreading code, a classical relationship found from Fourier Transform theory.(5)

DISTORTION SOURCES

A designer’s ability to approach any given theoretical gain value is reduced by several
factors, none necessarily easily controlled. These factors may be identified as including at
least the following:

1. Spectral Truncation
When classical rectangular QPSK or BPSK modulation is used, spectral sidebands
are theoretically generated from dc to light. Modems, transmitters, receivers, and
antenna systems eliminate most signal components beyond the second sideband null
pair. Furthermore, spectrum conservation and allocation considerations may require
limiting radiation to the energy contained within some specified limit, such as the first
spectral null pair. The energy thus made unavailable by allowing use of only that
finite spectrum between the first null pair may be calculated to be 0.888 dB. This loss
figure comes “right off the top,” so to speak, relative to transmission of a “pure”
(sinX/X)2 signal spectrum. Under controlled circumstances this will be a virtual loss
rather than an actual loss, if the locally generated reference signal spectrum is
truncated at the same limits as that transmitted originally. Other additional but
unintentional truncation conditions may prevail when the received signal energy of
those sidebands lying just inside the first nulls is below the receiver frontend noise
level.

2. Hardware Implementation Loss
Phase-shift-keyed systems are usually designed to operate carrier-saturated so that
only the phase component of the tandem black-box passband characteristic is
imposed on the spread-spectrum sideband energy distribution. In other words,
amplitude variations may have been removed by hardlimiting in both the receiving
and transmitting equipments. As may be seen by Hankel Transforms, removal of an
amplitude characteristics by hardlimiting does not gratuitously remove a source of
energy loss, since both phase and amplitude characteristics are interrelated.(5),(6)

Table I identified several standard distortion generation processes and correlates them
to the hardware characteristics which usually produce them.



Figure 1 identifies typical black boxes in a spread-spectrum system using an onboard
satellite processor. The heavy lines indicate typical sources of distortion, and the
circles on those lines indicate the points where equalization or predistortion may most
readily be applied.

3. An Overlooked Loss Source
Reduction of-distortion may become a double-barreled concern in some instances,
because the distortion process converts a portion of the original signal energy into
inband noise. A tradeoff study may sometimes be worthwhile between intersymbol
interference and adjacent-channel interference when considering whether to choose
between sharp spectral truncation with its attendant phase distortion, or use of a
Gaussian passband in which favorable phase characteristics are more readily
attainable but in which adjacent-channel interference is encouraged.(4)

INITIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Measurement of differential phase distortion characteristics should receive careful
consideration before freezing any black box design which is to be used in particular given
spread spectrum processing systems. During the system definition, design, and
brassboarding phases particularly, careful tracking of each individual and end-to-end
differential group delay (phase response nonlinearity) characteristic will usually help
significantly in minimizing the traditional problem of meeting the signal processing gain
specification. Excessive distortion can often be vitiated by incorporating builtin
compensation by pole-shifting, rather than by after-the-fact addition of hardware
equalization devices or inplace “tuning” circuitry.

During hardware development, the physical blackbox layout should approximate closely
its intended field configuration so that surprises may be minimized or avoided altogether.
For example, use of a 100-foot waveguide run at one site between an antenna and its
associated transmitter and receiver diplexer contributed inordinately to effective
processing loss and to a “suck-out” problem when wide-spectrum signals were
inauspiciously located too near cutoff in certain waveguide appurtenances. Onsite rework
is sometimes rather difficult in contemporary ship, aircraft, or satellite designs.

THE LOSS MECHANISM EXAMINED

Conceptually viewed, the spread-spectrum signal recovery process consists of
multiplication of a pair of signal spectra. Given typical pseudonoise phase-shift-keyed
spread spectrum signals, one received uplink from a surface terminal and the other
generated in the satellite onboard processor, only those sideband products of identical
frequency will multiply and yield useful signal output power in the correlator-detector.



Where there is a phase differential 2i between any two signals ei of unit amplitude at a
common frequency, there will be a scalar-product effect since the voltage eo developed
across the correlator load resistor due to signal pair ei and e iN  may be expressed as the
product

eo = ei e iN cos 2i (1)

Power summed over the signal from use of ±n sidebands is obtained from the summation
of scalar products over the spectral components in accordance with the expression

(2)

 where the coefficient k = ai  @  a iN   represents different sideband component magnitudes, if
not already identical from limiter operation, and includes gain and load resistance values.
If the spectral envelope amplitudes fed into the correlator are identical, then

(3)

When the frequency spectral density weighting function F(T) is known, the correlator
output voltage would be expressible analytically as

(4)

where ±L are the upper and lower spectral edges relative to the spectral center frequency,
and 2(T) is the cumulative phase distortion function caused by the sources listed in
Table I, with the T = 0 at the spectral center frequency.

The phase distortion function (PDF) may be derived from numerical integration of the
group delay plot of the device or system under consideration. One traditional and still very
useful approach is to estimate or calculate a least-squares straight-line fit to an integrated
differential group delay plot which was recorded under specified signal levels and
equipment operating conditions. Differences between the least-squares fit, also called the
“best fit line, “ and the integrated group delay line or phase curve are tabulated, scaled,
and summed. This may be done by computer or by traditional “square counting” going
from spectral center out to the lower and to the upper band-edge spectral nulls separately
to place the zero-phase point at midband. A curve drawn from those tabulated differences
reveals the phase distortion function 2(T) as the analytical representation of the 



characteristic by which sidebands in the received spectrum will differ in phase from their
reference counterparts in the locally generated spectrum.

The difference function is also correctly called a “departure function” for its convenience
in quantifying characteristic departure from ideal response(1),(2) in either or both amplitude
functions and phase functions. Whether a phase departure function is expressed
analytically or is entered on a point-by-point basis loss calculation is the designer’s choice.
Computer data reduction and analysis are feasible, given adequate facilities properly used,
and have been found to yield results consistently within one or two tenths of a dB or better
than the results obtained by hand.(1)

It should be noted that the distortion loss function cos 2(T) causes least loss when its
minimal values are nearest the center half of the signal spectrum. Signal components lying
in the outer half of the passband are thus doubly of diminishing importance to loss in
magnitude of the correlator voltage peak. A useful rule of thumb is given by the formula 

20 log10 cos 2(T) dB (5)

from a fairly accurate estimate of the average value of the phase distortion function 2(T).
In a distortionless system the value of 2(T) is zero, implying no code-synchronization slip
and a straight-line phase characteristic. The PDF is then unity so that the correlator “sees”
identical input spectra.

To determine correlation loss in dB, it is first necessary to obtain the ratio of actual to
theoretical correlator output voltage, as is done using the following expression

(6)

where the ratio is unity when the distortion function is zero and hence the loss is zero dB.

The values established as the limits of integration L should include consideration of the
uplink signal level relative to the prevailing correlator noise level. In the unusual case of
distortion function symmetry, integration need only include the spectral center to either
bandedge L.

The effect of any particular sideband distribution weighting function may be examined via
the term F(T). It is convenient to use Eq. (6) to compare one spectral distribution with



another through use of different functions in their respective places in the numerator or
denominator, relative to distortion loss minimization. Sideband energy distributions for
several common keying waveforms may be compared in Table II, and others may be
calculated directly from Fourier Transforms.(5)

DISTORTION SOURCES

Perhaps the most commonly measured and classical phase characteristic is the black-box
parabolic shape associated with use of bandpass filters having a bandwidth-to-center-
frequency ratio of 1 percent or less. Ratios of the order of 10 percent exhibit significantly
less correlation loss when considered on a system throughput basis, including transmitter
modem up to and including receiver-correlator input circuitry, ripple being preferred to
parabolic phase distortion. Somewhat less familiar is the cubic-shaped characteristic, as
well as others given in Table I. As a general rule, higher-order phase ripple superimposed
upon basic second or third-order characteristics tends to approach insignificance in most
physically realizable systems. Figure 2 permits examination of a combined second-order
and cosine-ripple phase distortion function. Other graphs are available for study
comprehensively.(1)

CONTROLS

Unenlightened project management may consider any attempt at controlling or limiting
externally caused processor losses to be “the tail wagging the dog.” When the designer is
restricted in this manner he faces “biting the bullet” and overdesigning the processor,
risking making it heavier than need be, late in delivery due to rework, and later
incorporation of equalization in the processor or elsewhere throughout the system
hardware. He may or may not have the prerogative to predistort the processor input signal
in some carefully considered manner, or to legislate how much equalization and how much
predistortion is needed to accommodate these parameters. Ideally, of course, the processor
designer can realize his best design only AFTER every other black box has been built and
measured, with or without having to resort to ex-post facto equalization elsewhere.

Given exact phase distortion characteristics throughout any system passband, the designer
can determine where, at what power levels, at what frequencies, and over what
bandwidths he may most effectively append phase equalization, or to what extent to apply
signal phase predistortion. Predistortion at low signal levels at the input to an upconverter
is often more palatable than attempting compensation or tuning at kilowatt levels!

Semantic considerations surround application of the terms “equalization” and
“predistortion.” Equalization is applied here to compensation-of de facto characteristics,
whereas predistortion is treated as a conditioning of low-level signal voltages such that



throughput signals emerge in correspondence to some predetermined level of freedom from
overall signal distortion.

WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS

In summary, the designer has both the option and the responsibility to question the quality
of the signals in the system from which his processor is expected to work. Lacking an
effective means for controlling processor input signal quality, as by dictation of the type
and location of equalization devices, the designer holds as perhaps his last resort the
prerogative that processor gain performance shall be assessed against a predetermined,
ideal input signal spectrum characteristic, instead of a tighter standard.

One last-ditch, high-quality signal reference is the locally generated internal PN signal
against which to measure the amplitude of the code correlation spike, instead of measuring
against an exterior signal source. In other words, the designer makes use of “enlightened
self-test” as a zero-loss reference condition. Other sources ordinarily produce some
amount of correlation signal loss, assuming at least different phase characteristics, if not
spectral generation in the external signal source identical to that of the internally generated
source.
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Table I. Distortion Modes vs Sources

Phase Distortion
Characteristic

Usual
Source

Linear

Parabolic

Cubic

Higher-order 

Other

Code synch slip & Doppler

Bandpass filters
Waveguide runs

Lowpass and highpass filter edges
Klystron power amplifiers
Non-symmetrically-tuned passbands

Elliptical filters
(Chebyshev, Butterworth, etc.)
Interface mismatches (IF,RF)

Mid-spectral suckouts in long
transmission-line runs
Reflections from damaged
radio-frequency hardware items



Table II. Chip Keying Waveform vs Spectral Distribution



Figure 1. A Spread Spectrum Link Showing Distortion and Compensation Points



Figure 2. Signal Energy Losses Due to Combined Parabolic Term
and Cosine Ri le Departure Function (0.3-radian peak)


